DRIVING DIRECTIONS TO THE FREEMAN WAREHOUSE
909 NEWARK TURNPIKE, KEARNY, NJ 07032

From New Jersey Turnpike:

Exit 15W, toward Newark / Kearny (Pay Toll). Merge onto CR-508 E via exit 17A toward Jersey City proceed to second traffic light, go past second traffic light approximately ¼ mile and exit on the right at the sign which reads Route 7 West. Take Route 7 West ¼ mile and look on the left for a Yellow Sign which reads Freeman Freight Receiving. Make left turn and proceed to the end of road for Freeman Freight Receiving.

From Route 280:

Merge onto CR-508 E via Exit at 17A Jersey City East proceed to second traffic light, go past second traffic light approximately ¼ mile and exit on the right at the sign which reads Route 7 West. Take Route 7 West ¼ mile and look on the left for a Yellow Sign which reads Freeman Freight Receiving. Make left turn and proceed to the end of road for Freeman Freight Receiving.

From Route 7 East:

From Schuyler Avenue take NJ-7 East (Belleville Turnpike) continue to follow Belleville Turnpike look for a Yellow Sign on your right which reads Freeman Freight Receiving. At the sign make a right turn and proceed to the end of road for Freeman Freight Receiving.

From Lincoln Tunnel:

Merge onto NY-495 W (Crossing into New Jersey). Merge onto I-95 S / NJ Turnpike S exit 15W toward Newark / Kearny (Pay Toll). Merge onto CR-508 E via exit 17A toward Jersey City proceed to second traffic light, go past second traffic light approximately ¼ mile and exit on the right at the sign which reads Route 7 West. Take Route 7 West ¼ mile and look on the left for a Yellow Sign which reads Freeman Freight Receiving. Make left turn and proceed to the end of road for Freeman Freight Receiving.

From Holland Tunnel:

Holland Tunnel becomes 14th St. 14th St becomes NJ-139 West. Merge onto US-1&9 S. Take the US-1 Truck / US-9 Truck exit towards I-280 / Jersey City /Kearny. Turn slight right onto US 1&9 stay straight to go onto NJ-7 West. Proceed about 1.1 miles and look for Yellow Signs which read Freeman Freight Receiving. Make a left turn and proceed to end of road for Freeman Freight Receiving.
ALL FREIGHT MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A CERTIFIED SCALE TICKET

ALL DRivers MUST PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ON THEIR BILLS OF LADING:
1. SHOW NAME  
2. BOOTH NUMBER  
3. EXHIBITOR’S NAME  
4. SHIPPER’S NAME  
5. PIECE SUMMARY  
6. ACTUAL HEAVY & LIGHT WEIGHT CERTIFIED SCALE TICKETS

PIECE SUMMARIES MUST BE BROKEN INTO THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:
1. CRATES ...........................................(WOODEN BOXES)  
2. CARTONS .........................................(CARDBOARD BOXES)  
3. CARPETS ...........................................(RUGS AND PADS)  
4. SKIDS ..............................................(PALLETs)  
5. TRUNKS ..........................................(CASES)  
6. BUNDLES  
7. MACHINES  
8. MISCELLANEOUS .............................(LOOSE OR UNPACKED ITEMS)

ALL BILLS MUST CONTAIN THIS INFORMATION BEFORE THE FREIGHT CLERK CAN ACCEPT THEM

WE REQUIRE TWO COPIES OF YOUR BILLS OF LADING

IF YOU CANNOT PROVIDE ANY OF THE REQUESTED INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR DISPATCH OR CHECK YOUR FREIGHT CLERK